Meeting called to order at 7:10 PM

Members Present:

George Wheatley
Michael Danti
Bob DeGroot

Absent:

Michael LeTerz

Gardner House: George visited house on grounds of Groton School with Bob Collins and a security guard. Visit was made to document structure prior to demolition. Guard from Groton School took pics which will be shared with HistComm.

Question remains about Historic District boundaries in relation to Gardner House. Should be outside HD bounds which should have made the demolition of this structure within the jurisdiction of HistComm not HDC.

George will call Atty Collins to find out when pics will be delivered to HistComm.

Conversation shifts to developing a dedicated database for the documentation we are developing from demolished or altered properties. Michael Danti brings up the Nat'l Endowment for the Humanities as an option for funding of the development of this database (db).

Committee agrees to contact Gary Sheherd to find out the status of the demolition application for 122 Old Ayer Road. Bob to contact Paula Martin.

Old Meetinghouse project: progress continues. Much of the structural work has been completed. Entering final stages of this restoration project.

Motion to adjourn by Michael Danti. Seconded by George. Motion carried by unanimous vote 3-0.

Meeting adjourned at 8:12 PM